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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

On September 16, 1991, the NRC staff's Supplemental Safety Evaluation (SE) 
pertaining to the H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2 (HBR2) 
licensee's response to several recommendations which were itemized in the 
staff's initial SE, issued regarding the Station Blackout (SBO) Rule, 10 CFR 
50.63, was transmitted to the licensee by letter dated September 16, 1991.  
The NRC found the licensee's responses to the NRC staff's SE to be acceptable 
contingent upon the licensee's implementation of control room heatup and 
reactor coolant inventory analyses. The licensee responded to staff's 
Supplemental SE issues, by letter dated October 21, 1991.  

2.0 EVALUATION 

The licensee's responses to the Supplemental SE issues are evaluated below: 

2.1 Effects of Loss of Ventilation (Supplemental SE Section 2.4) 

Supplemental SE Recommendation In the Supplemental SE the staff stated: "The 
staff does not consider 75*F as an initial temperature as conservative enough 
for the control room heatup at HBR2. The control room initial temperature for 
conservative analytical purposes should be based on a value representing the 
maximum bounding temperature (with proper documentation) that has occurred in 
the past in the control room. If the maximum bounding temperature is not 
known, and initial temperature of an average value between the maximum control 
room Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system design 
temperature and 104*F, the assumed initial temperature for a non-HVAC area, is 
considered by the NRC staff to be conservative enough for the HBR2 control 
room heatup evaluation. Therefore, the licensee should reevaluate the control 
room heatup and confirm that there is reasonable assurance of SBO equipment 
operability in the control room during an 8-hour SBO event. This evaluation 
and any resulting modifications should be included in the documentation 
supporting the SBO submittals that is to be maintained by the licensee." 
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Licensee Response In the response to the above staff concern, the licensee 
stated that the letter dated March 13, 1991, indicated that the control room 
heatup calculation was based on a control room design temperature of 75*F and 
a design outside air temperature of 95*F. However, the letter did not 
indicate that in the calculation the average temperature (85*F) between the 
indoor design temperature and the adjacent area outdoor design temperature was 
used as the initial control room temperature. With at least two control room 
doors open, the calculation indicated the control room temperature did not 
exceed 120OF during the 8-hour coping period. Additionally, HBR2 Technical 
Specification Section 4.15.a provides for assuring once per 12 hours that the 
control room temperature is less than or equal to 85*F.  

Furthermore, the licensee stated that concurrent with SBO submittal 
activities, which included a series of control room heatup calculations, a 
plant modification addressing control room human engineering deficiencies was 
also being developed. This modification, which revised the configuration of 
the control room environment as previously calculated, was primarily completed 
during Refueling Outage 13 in late 1990. The NRC Safety Evaluation on SBO was 
issued in February 1991. Additional design activities associated with the 
final control room ceiling configuration were subsequently identified.  
The licensee is in the process of assessing the impact of these changes on the 

SBO calculations and committed to ensure that the 8-hour coping temperature 
limit of 120*F is not exceeded.  

Staff Evaluation Based on its review, the staff considers the Supplemental SE 
issue with respect to the effects of loss of ventilation resolved.  

NOTE: Subsequent to issuing the Supplemental SE for the Robinson plant, the 
NRC staff has clarified its position with respect to requiring maximum 
bounding initial temperatures for heat-up evaluations for an SBO event. The 
revised staff position is that the licensee should have administrative or 
other controls in place to maintain initial temperatures consistent with those 
used in the heat-up analyses. Since the Technical Specifications provide for 
this control at the Robinson plant, the staff finds that the issue pertaining 
to initial temperatures has been resolved.  

2.2 Reactor Coolant Inventory (Supplemental SE Section 2.8) 

Supplemental SE Recommendation In the Supplemental SE the staff stated: "The 
staff does not accept the estimation made in the WERG-ECA 0.0 as a basis for 
the SBO coping analysis. The licensee should perform a coping analysis using 
plant specific data for HBR2 to demonstrate that at the end of an 8-hour SBO 
coping duration, the core remains covered without RCS makeup." 

Licensee Response In the response to the above staff concern, the licensee 
noted that the SE and TER concluded that the HBR2 core will not uncover during 
an 8-hour SBO event, if a 77 gpm charging pump is kept operating when the 
alternate AC (AAC) power source is established within one hour following the 
580. Therefore, the licensee will power the charging pump from the AAC power 
source, add the charging pump to the list of equipment required during
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an SBO and take credit for the charging pump design flow rate of 77 gpm. The 
licensee indicated that this action will obviate a plant specific coping 
analysis. The licensee further stated that the charging pump will be aligned 
to provide 24 gpm for seal water injection with the remaining flow available 
for RCS makeup. Also, the TS allowable RCS leakage is 10 gpm rather than 25 
gpm as indicated in the SE.  

Staff Evaluation Based on the SE, Technical Evaluation Report and the 
licensee's commitment of having a 77 gpm charging pump operating when the AAC 
power source is established within one hour following the SBO, the staff 
considers the Supplemental SE issue with respect to reactor coolant inventory 
resolved.  

2.3 Condensate Inventory Availability 

Licensee Clarification In the response to the Supplemental SE, the licensee 
indicated that as a result of ongoing auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system studies 
and the modification associated with the LER-89-010, a revision to the SBO 
calculation for condensate inventory requirements, which will include the 
effects of the steam driven AFW pump seal leakage rate, is in progress. The 
licensee also committed to ensure that adequate condensate storage tank 
inventory will be available for the first hour during an SBO event.  

Staff Evaluation Based on its review and the licensee's commitment, the staff 
concludes that there is sufficient condensate water at the HBR2 to cope with 
an SBO event for the first hour.  

2.4 Implementation Schedule 

Licensee Clarification The licensee indicated that the Supplemental SE on SBO 
for HBR2 was received on September 19, 1991. The licensee will complete all 
new items defined therein as necessary to meet 10 CFR 50.63 no later than 
September 19, 1993.  

Staff Evaluation Based on its review, the staff finds this to be acceptable.  

3.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The NRC staff's Supplemental SE pertaining to the licensee's response to 
several recommendations which were itemized in the staff's SE, was transmitted 
to the licensee by letter dated September 16, 1991. The staff found the 
licensee's response to the staff's SE to be acceptable contingent upon the 
licensee implementating a control room heatup analysis and a reactor coolant 
inventory analysis. The licensee's response to the above issues have been 
evaluated in this Final SE and found to be acceptable.  
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